
 John Emmerson Batty Primary School Knowledge Mat  

Year Group 3: Art ( Egyptian death masks) 
Subject Specific Vocabulary Memorable Image Exciting Books 

form The form of something is its shape. 

        

    

manipulate 
The skilful handling, controlling or using of 
something. 

effect 
Something designed to produce a 
distinctive or desired impression. Sticky Assessment Knowledge 

Still life 
A still life is a painting or drawing of an 
arrangement of objects such as flowers or 
fruit. 

☐ I can investigate death masks of particular 
ancient Egyptian pharaohs and compare and 
contrast. 

Useful Websites 

tone 
One of the lighter, darker or brighter 
shades of the same colour. ☐ I know what Egyptian death masks were used 

for, what they were made from and why they 
were only used for specific hierarchy people. 

www.yac-uk.org 
https://www.yac-uk.org/activity/make-an-
ancient-egyptian-death-mask 

 
BBC.CO.UK 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-
video/history-social-studies-ks2-the-
afterlife-in-ancient-egypt/zvphf4j 

 

compare 
When you compare things, you consider 
them and discover the differences or 
similarities between them. 

contrast 
A great difference between two or more 
things which is clear when you compare 
them. 

☐ I can show facial expression in a drawing. 

Mod-roc 
An art material consisting of bandage 
covered in plaster of paris. 

☐ I can sculpt mod-roc using a range of tools and 
techniques considering facial expressions. 

 
Misconceptions and Facts 

technique 
A particular method of doing and activity, 
usually a method that involves practical 
skills. 

☐ I can design my own Egyptian death mask for an 
Egyptian pharaoh.  Criminals would not wear death masks 

so that their soul would not recognise 
them and they would not go to the 
afterlife. 

 Pharaohs death masks were very 
elaborate . 

sculpt 
To carve or shape something out of 
material such as stone or clay. 

☐ I can use brushes of various sizes to paint my 
final death mask design. 

expression 
The way that your face looks at a particular 
moment. It shows what you are thinking or 
feeling.  
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